Meeting Notes, November 7
Jodi
Library Resources
Filmmaking equipment is available to students through the library (including Go Pro’s, cell
phone tripods, audio recording equipment). Though it’s a first-come-first-served situation, you
can check the library website ahead of time and see how many of each item is still available.
She has worked extensively on the libraries subject guides, corresponding with majors, by
including sections that show how to find videos and images related to the areas of study
(under “Research Help” and “Subject Guides” on the library website)
Jodi can work with you to create research guides for specific courses in your Department!
UMBC has 10,000 DVDs — Jodi is working on possibly opening up the inter-library loan
system with other USM campuses, as right now we don’t lend media to other libraries and vice
versa
In Kanopy, the videos should all have transcripts with them and you can also create clips from
longer films and develop playlists that can be seamlessly embedded into Blackboard.
You can make requests to the library for adding specific films to the database (or of course
DVDs)
Jodi’s particular collection building interest is documentaries about people who are obsessed
with particular things (chicken shows, ukulele clubs, etc)
Rat Film
Waiting for a larger turnout to discuss the film
Next Semester Events
Jules will be meeting with the Parkway after Thanksgiving Break to talk about the possibilities
of connecting with them for an event in the Spring — also getting a comprehensive list of
programming for Spring so we could potentially piggy back on someone who will be here in
Baltimore and bring them to UMBC
We also discussed for Spring:
A Spring symposium?
Filmmaker / Film Scholar conversation — this might entail film/animation faculty screening
some work and members from the working group responding to the work (from a more
scholarly standpoint). We could also potentially include students in this?
We discussed possibly having some of our classes view a film together and discuss it (if
materials and class schedules happen to align). We talked about figuring out an easy way to
share with each other how to share what films we’re showing to our classes and when.
Erin mentioned the syllabus archive project, which is just getting oﬀ the ground. You can
upload your syllabus to MyUMBC and then anyone can see it.

Follow this path: Myumbc — classes and schedules — syllabi archive — you can find syllabi
here
Next Meeting
Doodle will go out
November 29 1:15-2ish?
December 5 11:50-12:50?
Agenda for final meeting
Rat Film Discussion
Use of meeting time for next semester
Spring Event(s)/Programming
1st Meeting of the Spring

